Possible Award Titles for Vocabulary Parade Participants

Here are some possible ideas for creating a Vocabulary Parade award for each student. Be creative and come up with more ideas that fit your students’ costumes and vocabulary words!

- Best Noun
- Best Adjective
- Best Verb
- Best Adverb
- Best Four Syllable Word
- Best Costume with Moving Parts
- Best Scientific Costume
- Best Mathematical Costume
- Best Literary Costume
- Most Creative Use of Recycled Materials
- Most Creative Use of Clothing
- Most Creative Costume
- Most Lovely Costume
- Most Elegant Costume
- Most Radiant Costume
- Most Electrifying Costume
- Most High-Tech Costume
- Most Intellectual Costume
- Most Unforgettable Costume
- Funniest Costume
- Grossest Costume
- Scariest Costume
- Largest Costume
- Best Costume with a Pun
- Best Costume Illustrating Multiple Meanings
- Zaniest Costume
- Most Peculiar Costume
- Most Interesting Vocabulary Word
- Most Obscure Word
- Most Artistic Representation of a Word
- Best Use of a Box
- Most Interesting Synonym for a Prosaic Word
- Most Powerful Word
- Juiciest Word
- Costume That Most Requires a Dictionary